Krypton Corporation is a progressive Organisation with a focus on providing solutions for our
customer needs. We endeavour to enhance and grow business in the markets we serve and to
be direct extension of our manufacturers partnering with Machine Tools, accessories &
Quality Instruments /Equipment's support of sales and service and calibration required for
customers at our Organisation.

Plain & Thread Plug Gauges, Ring Gauges, Snap Gauges, Width, Measuring Pins, Dail Snap Gauges.

Gauge Block, Long Series Gauge Blocks, Length Bars, Gauge Block Accessories, Angle Gauges

Gauge Block Comparator, Calliper Checker, Internal Micro Checker, Depth Micro Checker, Micrometre
Checker, Comparator Stand.

Air Plug Gauges, Air Snap Gauges, Air Ring Gauges / AIR Gauges Display Units

FILTERMIST UK is the leading manufacturer of oil mist collectors to protect the machine and
peoples. To offer the customers better technical support of its products. Our Sales outlets are
situated different locations in India with Supporting Ofce HO (INDIA) and the equipment will
be supplied from HO Delhi.
FILTER MIST has 50 years' experience in providing effective oil mist extraction systems.
From the nest facilities to the most advanced technology instruments we have a variety of
products and having business tie up with many CNC Machine centers, Lathe, Grinding
machines, EDM & Spark erosion across the world.
Knowing the needs of manufacturing industry, we are committed to bring in the latest
technology and products in safer process In order to cater to customer's needs.

F Monitor uses a trafc light system of coloured warning lights to alert machine operators when an oil
mist collector needs servicing, or if any of the lters are blocked. F Monitor is sold as an optional
accessory and can also be retro-tted to the complete Filtermist range. Protect your people by making
sure your lter is always working properly.

S Fusion and FX Fusion successfully remove submicron particles generated in neat oil applications by
combining a hi-tech synthetic self-draining media lter with Filtermist's proven centrifugal technology offering an effective alternative to other products in the high-pressure coolant market.

KCP has been in the eld of metrology for more than a decade now. Since its budding stage in 1999 KCP
has grown to be a renowned & established Brand in the eld of gauges. Starting from ISO 9001:2000
Certication to setting up a well-equipped NABL accredited Calibration lab KCP has set many a milestones
and still eye many ahead.

has helped us rene our processes and develop new techniques to produce some of the nest, world
class products; in competitive prices. The Company has all along kept pace with technical innovations
and has incorporated latest computer assisted systems to compliment its craftsman's skills. Also we get
the added advantage of our in-house NABL Accredited lab. This gives us strength to fulll the market's
requirements not just of present but future as well.

NABL Accreditation

KCP's ULM is one of the highly accurate and versatile measuring equipment designed, developed and
manufactured in KCP's world class manufacturing facility to achieve excellence with zero tolerance
manufacturing concept supported with user friendly software for quick & reliable measurements.

OMEGA METROLOGY PRODUCTS an ISO 9001-2008 Certied company catering its Services and Product to
Engineering Industries SINCE 2005 .Has been Providing Precision, Economical, Reliable.
“Omega Metrology Products” are leading manufacturer, supplier of a wide range of Metrology Products.
Vision

COORD3 is a world leading supplier of coordinate measuring machines. It was established in 1973 and
today it boasts a portfolio of over 3000 units successfully installed throughout the world. In addition to
offering advanced machine technologies.
COORD3 places primary emphasis on customer service as one of its key strengths, ranging from the
budget priced workbench CMM for inspecting small parts to some of the largest gantry CMMs ever built.
We offer solutions for the aerospace industry, defence and homeland security and heavy industries

BENCHMARK is available in manual or CNC congurations. Manual units can be upgraded to full CNC
in the eld at a later date, offering a two-phase investment option. It is ideal for the inspection of just a
single part or for high volume production parts
ARES series of small and medium volume bridge CMM offers a high performance dimensional inspection
platform for general purpose metrology applications. ARES CMMs can be supplied in
manual or CNC congurations; it is the ideal job shop CMM

COORD3 presents the ultimate performance UNIVERSAL CMM Renishaw 5-Axis Revo Tactile Scanning
Probe HeadTouchDMIS Measuring Software Offering One-Touch PerformancePerceptron ScanR Laser
ScannerThe UNIVERSAL has an isostatic design for each axis, providing optimum geometrical alignment
during both CMM manufacture and ongoing eld calibrations.
The COORD3 UNIVERSAL introduces a CMM industry rst by incorporating a Bluetooth wireless thermal
compensation system for both machine and part. This allows the system to automatically and
dynamically compensate for changes in CMM operating environment, yielding its stated measuring
accuracy between 16°C and 26°C. In addition, the Gold plated 0.1μm Measuring Scales are free-oating
in support tracks, preventing CMM structural changes from inuencing measurement accuracy.
COORD3 UNIVERSAL Vertical Bridge CMMs are available with the following measuring strokes

1. Unique Off shoring delivery model to achieve superior business advantages
2. Highly qualied and dynamic team of professionals
3. We will offer excellent products Sales and services on turnkey basis
4. Highly competitive pricing
5. Customized products and services to meet customer requirement
6. Delivering services to customers across the state and still growing network
7. Best in class customer support and after sales service

